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The interaction between two humans (or between human and computer by projection) 
is cadenced by the turn-taking/speech acting. Nevertheless the communication flow of 
each interaction participant is never stopped. The out of turn-taking time is 
continuously full of expressions that concern the processes of listening/ 
understanding/ reacting ("feedback" in the backchannel expression, (4)). Such 
information is very varied (3,4) and is expressed voluntary or involuntary: mental 
states (concentration, "Feeling of Knowing" (4)), intentions, attitudes (politeness, 
satisfaction, agreement…), emotions (disappointment, irritation…) and moods (stress, 
relaxing). We called "Feeling of Thinking" such expressions of mental and affective 
states.  
The perceptual study presented here aimed to ascertain the relevance of non-verbal 
audio-visual stimuli chosen from a large spontaneous expressive French database 
(Sound Teacher/Ewiz (1)): two (among 17) selected female subjects (introvert S and 
extravert T) were tricked in a wizard of Oz that made them react with strong 
contrasted affects and cognition states in a human-computer interaction. The out of 
turn-taking audio-visual signals for the two subjects and their auto-annotation in terms 
of affects and other feelings were edited in order to precisely segment and then extract 
stimuli. Selected stimuli are supposed to be minimal icons representative of the naïve 
auto-annotation labels given by the subjects. Even if many non speech sounds seem to 
be informative, only silent visual stimuli were chosen for this experiment. 10 auto-
annotation labels were retained for this experiment for subject T: "hesitant", 
"stressed", “ill at ease/worried", "anxious /oppressed", "at ease/more relaxed", 
"quiet/fine", "a bit lost/perplexed", "disappointed", "astonished", “concentrating”), 
and 9 for subject S ("not concentrating and feeling like laughing", "deriding my 
results", "listening with attention", ""holding over me" by the software", "stressed", 
"feeling like laughing and answering by chance", "concentrating and answering by 
chance", "concentrating" and "disappointed"). For each selected minimal gestural icon 
(long from 0.5 to 4 seconds) was extracted a static picture, supposed to be typical.  
This experiment aimed to compare how efficient are the dynamic vs. static icons to 
convey the information referenced by the labels. Since main studies, in such a topic, 
are related to emotions, and since it was shown that the face is very informative and 
that the upper part and the lower part of the face do not carry the same information, 
according to the multiple works around the Ekman theory, our dynamic and static 
stimuli were presented in three balanced conditions: upper part of the face ("upper"), 
lower part of the face ("lower") and whole face ("whole"). 
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Two identical perceptual tests were implemented: the first one with the dynamic 
stimuli, the second one with static stimuli (pictures) extracted from each dynamic 
stimulus. Each stimulus was presented once to in each condition for every session of 
perceptual test. Sixteen judges were presented the two tests, that consisted of closed 
choices among the self-annotation labels. Although presentation time was not limited 
for static stimuli, dynamic stimuli could be replayed during 8 seconds. 
The main result (cf. figures 1 and 2) is that there is no additivity between the upper 
and lower part of the face. No part of the face really contains sufficient information, 
whatever is the label, and more specifically for the mental states expressions (even if, 
for example, "concentrating" and "feeling like laughing and answering by chance" 
have more information in the upper part of the face and "stressed" in the lower part). 
Moreover this sharing between lower and upper part of the face can change, 
depending on if the stimulus is dynamic or presented on an extracted static picture.  
More globally the profit from static to dynamic seems to deeply depend on the nature 
of the information: for some stimuli, an under chance identification becomes a clear 
chance score; whereas for some others, the dynamic seems to be a disturbance (recall 
that the dynamic presentation is the ecological one, and lets the judge free to use static 
processing when he observes the natural visual signal).  
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